Environmental Science and Policy Ph.D. Program

The Abess Ph.D. program is interdisciplinary at its core, dedicated to addressing pressing ocean, coastal, terrestrial, and climate challenges central to long-term sustainability and resilience. Students in the program research complex, interdependent systems that involve human-environmental feedbacks, different legitimate perspectives and values, potential tipping points, and issues of equity and justice. The program mission centers on solutions-oriented, policy-relevant research and scholarship. Students in the program combine the natural and social sciences, and proposed projects must incorporate applied environmental social sciences.

Ph.D. students can be advised by faculty from any school at the University of Miami.

The program is administered through the Department of Environmental Science and Policy, with the support of the Abess Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy.

For general information about the program, contact andee@miami.edu or gso@rsmas.miami.edu. Admissions are highly competitive. Interested students should contact prospective advisors, the graduate program director (Katharine Mach, kmach@miami.edu), or the Abess director (Kenny Broad, kbroad@rsmas.miami.edu). Please include the following information in your email: your research experiences and academic preparations to date, your research topic and methods of interest for your Ph.D., and potential advisors at the University. Multiple positions are available for Fall 2022.

Application instructions:
https://graduate.rsmas.miami.edu/admissions/application-information/index.html

Information about the program:
https://graduate.rsmas.miami.edu/phd-and-ms-programs/environmental-science-and-policy/index.html
https://environmental-science-policy.rsmas.miami.edu/
https://abess.miami.edu/
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